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Bury FC

Tuck Shop

As you will all be aware,

Just to remind you that our Tuck shop

Saturday afternoon at

will be in operation again next week.

Gigg Lane sees one of

The cost is 10p per week. If you would

the Football League’s most attractive

like your child to join in this activity

matches of the 2014-15 season. The

please send the money into school in an

clash between the League Two leaders

envelope marked with your child’s name.

Bury v Burton Albion promises to be

Thank you.

memorable. I am sure that many of you
will be attending especially given that
the weather forecast is so good. It is

Reminder

to be hoped that Burton Albion are a

We still have some pupil update sheets

good footballing side unlike the team

outstanding. If you have not returned

that shall remain nameless from Tues-

your child’s form please do so as soon as

day night. I understand one of the of-

possible. It is extremely important that

ficials is a woman– fantastic! Let us al-

we have up to date information regard-

so hope that all the officials have re-

ing your child.

vised their rules about handball and
offside. The pitch is superb, like a
bowling green. HAVE A GREAT TIME!
UTS

STARS OF THE WEEK

FS/KS1

KS 1/KS2

Ammaarah for signing good morning in

Alex B for forming a sentence including

context and for fantastic communica-

a colour and then correctly selecting

tion.

the same colour sweet from a plate of
many different coloured sweets.

Nursery 1 en-

Redvales 1 In

joyed exploring

Redvales 1 this

paint using

week we have

their hands and

been exploring

fingers.

different religious music and
traditions. We have also been learning

Nursery 2 This week we have been on a
Wellie walk around the

about harvest food and made some very
delicious apple flapjacks. We have also

local area. It was very

enjoyed learning about big and small.

exciting. We enjoyed

Redvales 2 have had a great time this

looking at the church
and leisure centre.

week reading “The Three Little Pigs “
story, making masks and acting out the

Whitelow 1 have had a

story. We also

lovely week investigat-

enjoyed making

ing where we live. We

flapjacks and

have explored the UK

using the

through music, flags and

scales to weigh

landmarks, we made a

our ingredients

fantastic replica of Big
Ben. We have enjoyed
tasting a variety of
foods including short-

as part of our numeracy. We melted
chocolate on the top and they tasted
GREAT!. Yum! Yum! In my Tum.

breads, soda bread and

Redvales 3 What an action packed week

Welsh cakes.

we have had! We have continued with
our book ‘Kakadu Jack’ in Literacy. We

Whitelow 2 This week
in Whitelow 2 Humpty is
the star. The children
have been singing,

have loved making fig and fudge biscuits
in cookery—yummy! We have also been
learning about shape in Maths, Christianity in R.E, Janet Bell in Art and inves-

drawing Humpty faces,

tigating fast and

and counting as they’ve

slow in Science.

built and printed lots of

Jack had great fun

wobbly walls.

exploring the
Christianity artefacts!

Redvales 4 this

Irwell 1 We have had a

week we really

wonderful second week

loved marching like

back at school. We have

Roman soldiers

been developing our com-

through the corri-

munication skills and con-

dors, Lochlann chuckled all the way

tinuing to

around school! We really enjoyed learning

have fun

about how sound is produced. Donna let us

reading

have a twang on her

and exploring our book

guitar, then we

‘Peace at last’.We partic-

plucked our own

ularly enjoyed making

home made sound

porridge.

makers. Also we
learned About Alexander Bell who designed the first phone. Then we made our
own telephones and listened to each others messages’ from quite a distance, they
were amazing!

Irwell 2 have had a
good week. We have
been reading a new
story called “Alien
Tea on Planet Zum
Zee” for our topic jour-

Redvales 5 have had a lovely week this

neys through space and

week. We sadly said goodbye to Hannah

time. We have also ben

for a little while as she has gone to have

working on our sequenc-

her baby. We have given a very warm wel-

ing skill to decorate bis-

come to Diane who is going to be teaching

cuits.

us. We had lots of fun learning about
cleaning our teeth.

Irwell 3 In computing this
week Irwell 3 have been

Redvales 6 have had

looking at control and di-

another very enjoya-

rection, using our remote

ble week! In R.E. we

control cars. In R.E. we

have been learning all about Christianity

have been looking at ele-

and created beautiful stained glass win-

ments of Christianity and

dow pictures using cellophane and tissue

made our own beau-

paper. In languages, France has been our

tiful stained glass

focus. We mark maded using the colours

windows.

of the tricolour flag and enjoyed listening
to French music and nursery rhymes.

Irwell 4 This

Irwell 6This week

week Irwell 4

Irwell 6 have been

looked at all the

exploring our

fantastic fruits

school gardens and

and flowers Mill-

looking at what

wood pupils have

has been growing

grown and took a
vote on what we will

over the summer.

grow! In art we have

They all agreed that

started looking at mak-

the sunflowers were

ing our own London un-

amazing!

derground maps, using
straight lines and bright
colours.

Irwell 5 This week Ir-

Literacy and Numeracy Groups

well 5 have been mak-

All the children

ing the most of the

seem to be set-

lovely weather by get-

tling back into

ting out into the envi-

school nicely.

ronment. We picked

Nursery 1 have

juicy blackberries

been busy ‘looking

from the hedge and
baked apple and blackberry crumble. We
have also harvested all
the fruit and vegetables from the school
gardens before sorting

and listening’ to their favourite nursery
rhymes. Most of the children were
brave enough to touch the big spider
and try the ‘curds and whey’ during
“Little Miss Muffet”. Irwell 3 are working hard using ‘I see’ to comment and

it into ripe and not ripe. The ripe tomatoes

describe pictures. Andrew was taking a

are going to be shared across the school

break during a game of ‘eye-spy’ – he

and the green

successfully scanned a

ones are going to

variety of pictures and

be made into

objects to find ‘a key’.

chutney.

Best wishes
Helen Chadwick
Headteacher

